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* Fabrizio Perretti is the Editor-in-Chief E&M and Full Professor of Corporate Strategy at the Bocconi University.

the Second Life
of the Metaverse

the term metaverse, coined by the writer Neal Stephenson in 
the 1992 book Snow Crash, was born conceptually in cyber-
punk culture and originally described “a computer-generat-

ed universe that’s drawing onto his goggles and pumping into his ear-
phones.” it is an immersive virtual reality shared through internet, in 
which the avatars that enter it interact with the other people and digital 
objects found in these spaces. the first, most famous attempt to create 
this universe was that of the Second Life platform in 2003. even though 
it lacked an immersive perception, Second Life already contained many 
of the characteristics of the metaverse; the presence of avatars associated 
with the users connected, the existence of virtual spaces for interaction, 
some of them produced by businesses (iBM, for example) and organiza-
tions (among these, various universities and embassies), and finally, the 
use of virtual currency as a currency of exchange. 

despite the attention generated and the initial growth that ensued, Sec-
ond Life did not become a mass tool comparable to current social media. 
the metaverse project thus seemed to have been abandoned, and remained 
in the background for various years; until facebook brought it back again 
in 2021, when the largest social media company in the world decided to 
enter a reference to the metaverse in its name, thus indicating not only a 
new identity but also its mission. facebook’s announcement was then fol-
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lowed by those of Microsoft,1 Google, and Apple.2 Since 
the big global players have taken the field, it makes sense 
to ask if this new phase can in fact be considered the start 
of a second life for the metaverse and its applications.

the development of the metaverse fits into the logic 
of capitalism that Marx and engels had already acutely 
described in their Manifesto: the logic of capital is neces-
sarily based on its growth (“it must nestle everywhere, 
settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere”) 
and this means that, together with the more intense ex-
ploitation of old markets, capital requires the conquest of 
new ones. the need for an increasingly extensive mar-
ket for its products thus pushes capitalism to cross the 
globe, and once the possibilities for further expansion are 
exhausted, to turn to new real worlds not yet exploited 
(such as the commercialization of space flight, with the goal of settling 
new planets) or virtual universes to be created ex novo, precisely such as 
the metaverse and the related market opportunities.

the metaverse in fact represents the most advanced and sophisticated 
version of current social media, a space of interaction and transaction 
populated by individuals and businesses/organizations. Similar to social 
media, we will find ourselves facing an environment managed by single 
private businesses that, in addition to controlling access and behavior by 
the users, also define them in economic terms (those who pay have ac-
cess). Currently, social media are financed through advertising and thus 
the single users have free access. Unlike social media, though, that are 
based on the production, exchange, and consumption of various forms of 
content (posts, images, videos), the metaverse represents a virtual physi-
cal space populated by digital objects and avatars in which the users move 
and with which they interact.

Managing the metaverse thus means managing that space, and like any 
real place, it is subject to real estate expansion, in which builders can con-
struct private roads, houses, stores, shopping centers, businesses, parks or 
special places which have no equivalent in our reality. the only difference 
is that none of these things have been physically built. As described in 
Stephenson’s novel, they are graphic representations (user interfaces) and 
a myriad of different softwares, designed by engineers of those companies 
that, “in order to put all this stuff in the metaverse, they had to wait for 
the approval of the company that controls it, which finances its develop-
ment and the upgrading of the machinery and software necessary for its 
existence, buy building land, obtain a change in the zoning plan, apply for 
permits, bribe inspectors... - in short, the usual rigmarole”. 

despite the similarity of the economic processes and logics, some ad-
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vantages of the metaverse with respect to physical reality are evident. 
for final users there is in fact the possibility to remotely access immer-
sive virtual spaces that allow for performing some activities with a much 
higher level of interaction and participation than current systems of re-
mote collaboration or current online shopping models. think of virtual 
meetings in which the participants seem to be sitting around the same 
table, of consumers who can have the sensation of touching products in 
virtual stores or trying on some clothes,3 users who can follow concerts, 
shows, or sports events feeling like they are in the stadiums or theaters. 
the applications are countless. 

the benefits for businesses are also undeniable. the costs linked to 
physical presence – think of offices or points of sale – can in fact be con-
siderably reduced or eliminated. the virtual world also offers the possi-
bility to market digital objects for users. Similar to current videogames, in 
which players can purchase the tools necessary to pass different levels, in 
the metaverse as well the users can decide to purchase digital objects for 
their avatars or for their private spaces. Being present in the metaverse 
means being able to have a second life or a second home, and this stimu-
lates demand for other digital goods, that are additional and complemen-
tary to real physical goods, and that over time, and in the event the second 
home becomes one’s main home, can substitute the real goods. 

the fact that there are ample opportunities for commercial exploitation 
in the metaverse and that they have been recognized by various large 
brands and companies that have decided to invest there, demonstrates 
that its realization could truly be “just around the corner.” turning this 
corner, though, means facing scenarios that are just as disquieting. the 
metaverse has the same dangers and criticalities of current social media: 
the gradual removal from the public sphere and public control of private 
spaces for interaction, that escape the laws and regulations of the state. 
But there is an additional, more serious risk: unlike physical reality, life 
in the metaverse is for payment. that is, we can exist in the metaverse if 
we pay, or if someone pays for us. those who cannot afford to pay do not 
exist, and thus it is business that pays for us, and as those who know and 
operate in the media know well, we ourselves are the products that are 
sold.  

Considering these different perspectives together, the metaverse can be 
considered a hyperobject. timothy Morton uses the term “hyperobjects” 
to designate entities of such vast temporal and spatial dimensions that they 
defeat traditional ideas about what a thing is in the first place (the most 
dramatic example is unquestionably global warming), dragging us into a 
dimension that is at the same time strange and disquieting.4 for Morton 
hyperobjects are directly responsible for what he defines as the end of the 
world, and it is no coincidence that in the epigraph of his book he quotes 
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the famous sentence by the physicist Oppenheimer af-
ter the explosion of the first atomic bomb: “Now i be-
come death, the destroyer of worlds.” But is this not 
the spirit of capitalism already highlighted by Marx, 
in which “national industries have been destroyed or 
are daily being destroyed. they are dislodged by new 
industries, whose introduction becomes a life and 
death question for all civilized nations”? And is this not the same creative 
destruction celebrated by Schumpeter? We will see if and how much the 
real developments of the metaverse make the traits just deformed recog-
nizable. the good news is that the metaverse seems to be closer this time. 
the bad news is that we are not far from it. 

the dossier in this number is dedicated to the seas and mountains and 
the enterprises linked to them. for italy these are not only two funda-
mental elements of our landscape, as Giuseppe Mazzini recalled (“the two 
most sublime frontiers in europe, symbols of eternal strength and eter-
nal motion, the Alps and the sea”), but also of important sectors, where 
complex dynamics of economic exploitation and preservation of the en-
vironment are interwoven and require particular attention, patience, and 
responsibility. these are also some of the values that inspire the new Re-
pAiR Lab of SdA Bocconi – to which the focus in this issue is dedicated – 
in which finance is not confined only to a world of hardware and software, 
but must look at the real world, the “world out there,” that, despite the 
promises of the metaverse, still exists/resists. enjoy reading!  

1 “The Metaverse is Coming. Here are the Cornerstones for Securing it”, Official Microsoft Blog, March 28, 2022. 
2 “The Metaverse Set Off a Battle Between Tech Giants Google, Apple, Microsoft and Meta to Build Virtual and 

Augmented Reality Headsets”, forbes, January 21, 2022. 
3 “The Metaverse Could Radically Reshape Fashion”, Wired, April 11, 2022. 
4 See T. Morton, Hyperobjects, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2013. (It. trans., iperoggetti, Rome, 

Nero Editions, 2018). iperoggetti represents one of the foundational texts of so-called Object Oriented Ontology or 
OOO, one of the most influential currents in contemporary philosophy.
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